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Belgium through Expat Eyes
Expat Insider Survey 2017 - InterNations				

by Fiona Klomp
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How do expats experience life outside of the office in their -2
adopted home countries? Expat network InterNations
surveyed their membership on 43 individual factors
that influence an expat’s experience. The survey delves
into issues ranging from reasons for moving abroad to
how easy it is to make friends in your adoptive country.
Ranked in 65 expatriate destinations around the world,
respondents were also asked to rate factors on a scale of
one to seven. With over 12,500 respondents representing
166 nationalities and living in 188 countries or territories,
the Expat Insider survey provides a unique insight into
what life is like abroad. We wanted to know how Belgium
fares on a global scale.

Primary Motivations for Moving to Belgium
Without a question, work is the most important reason for
moving to Belgium. Almost a quarter of survey respondents
found a job in Belgium of their own accord, 13 percent
of respondents were assigned by their employer and 9
percent were recruited here. After work comes ‘love’ as the
most important motivation for moving to Belgium with 17

www.internations.org/expat-insider

77

percent of respondents relocating for their partner’s job or
education and 11 percent of respondents wanting to live
in their partner’s country. These figures closely reflect the
survey’s overall results, with the exception of those who
found a job in their adoptive home country on their own
(22% Belgium vs. 12% global).

Support Network
As any expat will tell you, having a support network is
essential to settling in somewhere new. Whether this means
weekly Skype calls back home or joining friends and family
in your adoptive country for a drink, surrounding yourself
with those who can offer moral support and knowledge is
key. The vast majority of expats (77%) report they did not
have any friends or family living here before deciding to
move. Of the 23 percent that did have friends or family here
only 8 percent had a support network in the same city.

Language Matters
Just as cultural differences matter, so does language. For the
RELOCATE
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ease of Settling In Index, the Expat Insider survey looks at
language: out of all the subcategories for this index, Belgium
performs best when it comes to language, ranking 30th.
Just over a third of respondents (36%) agree that learning
the local language is easy, but 56 percent say that it is easy
to live here without speaking the local language (vs. 33%
and 46% respectively, across the world). Moreover, a large
proportion of expats in Belgium (62%, including 8% who are
native speakers) say that they speak the local language at
least fairly well, compared to only 54 percent globally saying
this about their host countries’ local language.

Beyond the Expat Bubble
Though stereotypes are all about expats tending to
stick together, the InterNations survey suggests that the
proverbial ‘expat bubble’ may be on its way out. Although
almost half (46%) of expats report their social circle mainly
consists of other expats, another 43 percent say it is made
up of a mix of locals and expats, showing that expats do
socialise outside of the ‘bubble’. These results contrast with
the global responses, where just a third (33%) have mostly
expats friends and the majority (48%) enjoying friendships
with fellow expats and locals alike.

Socialising with Expats
Half of the respondents (49%) say this is due to the fact that
most of their work colleagues are expats too and 41 percent
believe that expats make up a high percentage of the Belgian
population. Just 13 percent live in an expat neighbourhood
and a mere 7 percent report their partner has mainly expat
friends. A quarter of all expats surveyed regularly attends
expat events or belong to an expat club or site.

Ease of Settling in
“When it comes to the Ease of Settling In Index, Belgium
ranked 45th out of 65 countries overall,” says InterNations
Media Spokesperson Vera Grossman. According to the
Friendliness and Finding Friends subcategories, Belgium
ranked 54th in both. Just 55 percent of expats rated the
general friendliness of the Belgian population positively,
compared to 70 percent saying the same about their
host countries globally. Furthermore, only a quarter of
respondents agree that it is easy to make local friends,
whereas 42 percent say this globally. The fact that 45 percent
of expats regard Belgians as distant rather than welcoming
might play a role here.
Although Brussels ranks 29th overall according the Getting
Settled Index (the city-counterpart to the country-specific
Ease of Settling In Index), it ranks 40th for the subcategory of
local friendliness. However, 51 percent of expats in Brussels
rated the general friendliness of locals positively. And in
addition 43 percent of expats agreed that it was easy to
make friends in the city, compared to two-thirds of expats
worldwide.
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Family Life Abroad
Belgium boasts an overall ranking at the 16th place for Family
Life and does best when it comes to the Quality of Education
(10th) and the Cost of Childcare & Education (10th), despite
the fact that only 44% of parents feel childcare to be easy
to afford. Belgium even manages to outperform Sweden
(2nd place) and is hot on the heels of global number one
Finland when it comes to children’s general wellbeing.
About 50% of expats opted for a local state school, whereas
26% choose an international school and only 2% opted for
homeschooling. Eigthy-four percent of families are satisfied
with their life in general in Belgium, compared to a global
average of 80%.

Affordability
The survey results show a gap between satisfaction with
personal finance (23rd) and cost of living (40th), which
led us to ask InterNations what in particular was viewed
as being expensive about life in Belgium. “Although the
survey did not ask expats what they found most expensive,”
Vera tells us “we did ask participants to rate the affordability
of healthcare and housing, in addition to the question on
how they rate the local cost of living. So, we cannot say
what is the most expensive thing, rather the Cost of Living
index aims to give a general overview of expats perception
of costs in their host country. The Personal Finance Index,
on the other hand, takes into account respondents’
satisfaction with their financial situation and in how far
their disposable household income is enough to cover daily
costs.” In numbers this translates to 51% of respondents
feeling housing is affordable and 73% feeling healthcare is
affordable in Belgium. With regards to disposable income,
47% felt it was more than enough for daily life, 38% felt
is was about enough and 15% reporting their household
income to be insufficient.

Satisfaction of Working Abroad
Getting to know the locals might not be the easiest but
expats in Belgium generally report they are quite happy
living there. When it comes to career and work-life balance,
Belgium ranks above the global average coming in hot on
the tail of the top three global destinations: the Czech
Republic, New Zealand and Bahrain. With the global average
for overall job satisfaction clocking in at 64 percent, no less
than 67 percent of expats in Belgium report being satisfied
with their jobs. When it comes to work-life balance, 62
percent of survey respondents report they are satisfied with
their personal lives thanks to an average working week of 42
hours (44.3 global), compared to a 60 percent global average.
On top of that, job security is where Belgium outshines the
global average with 69 percent vs. 57 percent. Finally, the
career prospects in Belgium satisfy over half of respondents
(54% vs. 53% global), with the state of the economy keeping
almost six in ten happy (58% vs. 56% global).
For the global survey results visit the internations website:
www.internations.org/press/press-release/

Temporary
housing made easy

BBF, NUMER ONE
IN AFFORDABLE
AND COMFORTABLE
SERVICED
APARTMENTS.

SERVICED APARTMENTS

Book your apartment at

www.bbf.be

BBF Serviced Apartments has been providing serviced and residential apartments since 1992.
With more than 1600 flats in different top locations in Brussels and Budapest, we are able to offer flexible and
affordable mid to long term rental packages for expats and business travelers. Our multilingual team is always
dedicated to find the ideal solution for your stay and will assist you during your booking until the end of the
lease. Recently BBF was accredited with the ASAP Quality Label which certifies compliance with the,
guidelines in the serviced apartment industry.
Combined with our expertise and affordable rates this is your guarantee for a hassle free and excellent stay.
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Survey Says... Full Member Edition
we asked, you responded - PART II				

ABRA’s Full members received a separate survey at the
start of the year, asking what problems our relocators face
specifically. As a membership organisation, we are always
interested in hearing how you feel we are doing. Are we
meeting your expectations? What are the kind of topics
you are interested in hearing and reading about? After all,
these are the kind of questions that keep us occupied as
we want to ensure our members get the very most out of
their membership. Our thanks go out to all of you who
responded to our survey, and if you missed your chance
this time round, then not to worry, we shall repeat the
survey again at a future date.

Our Relocation Committee has been trying to make
registration at local communes faster and more
efficient in recent years. Have you seen a difference?
Responses to this question were divided: 63% of you said
‘yes it has become easier to register clients at my local
town hall’, however 37% of you reported not seeing much
change. We can only presume that this split is indicative
of what your local areas are, as some town halls have been
more responsive to fast track registrations and dedicated
expat desks than others. We will continue our efforts and
the results from this survey are an important tool in moving
forward.

OCTOBER 2018

by Fiona Klomp

Which communes do you feel are the easiest to
register clients with?
Antwerp by far was your favourite place to register expat
clients, with a whopping 78% of you reporting this to be
your number one commune. Hot on Antwerp’s heels
however are Woluwe-Saint-Lambert and Woluwe-SaintPierre, both taking 67% of the votes. Third place is awarded
to Brussels City Centre with just over half of you reporting
an easy registration process. A shared fourth place goes to
Saint-Gilles, Schaerbeek, Uccle and Watermael-Boitsfort.
Although you report that registration in Woluwe-Saint-Pierre
and Etterbeek take three visits to the town hall as well as
there being a strong delay in appointments, they still seem
to perform well. Special mentions go to Etterbeek, Evere,
Ixelles, Ghent, Kraainem, Turnhout, Hasselt and Leuven.

Conversely, which communes do you feel are the
hardest to register clients with?
Again, more than one answer was possible and you made
good use of this opportunity. Forest has the dubious honour
of coming in first here, with just over half (55%) of you
reporting problems registering clients. A shared second place
goes to Saint-Gilles and Saint-Josse-ten-Noode with 44% of
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you listing it as a problematic location for registration. We
presume the long delays and number of visits required are
an important factor in this ranking. Finally Ghent receives
one-third of the votes due to the long delays for Europeans
(3 months at time of survey). Anderlecht has a particularly
impractical ticket system that requires registrants to come
back three hours later. Evere also struggles to deliver a
number of documents on the spot, which means you have
to return later in the day to collect these.

Have you found the Expat Welcome Desk to be useful
to you and/or your clients?

Which issues specifically do you face? Please select
your top 3 ‘problem’ municipalities.

Would you like the Board to try (again) to get the
relocation industry officially registered as a sector?

Your main complaints with Saint-Gilles, Forest and Ghent
(37,5% each) are the long and inefficient processes and
the quality of service delivered. From asking for irrelevant
documents to the foreigner unfriendly attitude, these are
not your favourite places to register clients. Saint-Josseten-Noode gets a quarter (25%) of your votes with similar
complaints about unreachable services, long processing
times and unclear procedures. Ixelles and Schaerbeek suffer
from a lack of coordination between the local police and the
town hall. Additionally, there are too many appointments
needed for procedures that could do with streamlining
such as the driving license exchange, initial registration as
a resident, change of address and so on. Requirements
seem to differ from one town hall to another and specific
frustrations for Anderlecht, Evere, Woluwe-Saint-Pierre and
Ghent include relocation agents not being allowed to collect
work permits on behalf of clients, legislation information
sheets only being handed out upon presentation of an
original residence card and no information being given
out by telephone. In fact processing times and unclear
procedures are a common complaint for the entire Brussels
region.

Responses here are a mixed bag: 11% of you feel this
is hugely important to your business, 66% don’t really
mind and 22% of you feel it just won’t work and there are
more important issues the Board should address. Much
as we agree it is unlikely our sector will become officially
recognised by the Belgian government, we feel it is our duty
to ensure our industry gains the recognition and appreciation
it deserves. We believe this will help support our push for
more streamlined processes such as registration and driving
license exchanges. As such we have a few more avenues we
look forward to exploring over the coming years.

What improvements could your local commune make
for easier and faster registration?
You have some very clear ideas on how to improve expat
registration procedures.
You feel clear procedures,
document checklists and dedicated contact persons or
email addresses would help reduce handling times. Being
able to make online appointments and sending and
receiving certain documents by email (Woluwe-SaintLambert, Antwerp, Ghent) would help streamline matters,
just as better communication and coordination between
the local police and town halls would. The aim of course
being to reduce the number of appointments needed to
one or two maximum. You’d be happy to pay for a fast
track procedure if necessary: Schaarbeek’s system is much
appreciated although it would be better if this fast track
desk had a separate window as people queuing in the main
hall don’t appreciate being overtaken in line. Staff should
be better trained and it would be a welcome improvement
if people were allowed to speak English at the registration
desk. Lastly, you have a lot of praise for the communes of
Antwerp, Turnhout and Antenna Louise as you feel they are
efficiency exemplified thanks to clear procedures.

Exactly half of you have not yet worked with the Expat
Welcome Desk so far: you’ve either not had the chance
to work with them yet, don’t have contact with them or
haven’t heard of them. One-third of you find their services
helpful sometimes and 17% of you have said ‘yes’ you have
found them helpful in the past.

What topics or issues do you feel the Board should
address?
Perhaps unsurprisingly, the exchange of foreign driving
licenses for national ones remains high on your list of
priorities. In particular the length of time it takes to
exchange recognised non-European licences. You feel it is
unacceptable for expats to be left without a driving license
for up to two months whilst it is checked for authenticity.
Equally, it makes no sense to you that people can drive with
an international license issued by a country whose license
isn’t recognised. The basic principles - such as they are were covered in our December issue and can be found on
the ABRA website under our ‘news’ section. You would also
like to see it made easier for expat children to be registered
with local schools as having a child’s degree recognised in
Belgium requires parents getting in touch with either the
Dutch-speaking or French-speaking Community. Overall you
are happy with the way the Board is doing.

Finally we asked whether you might be interested in
any training or educational programmes by ABRA.
Sixty-two percent of you said you might be interested in
ABRA organised training and 38% of your responded with
a resounding ‘yes’ to this question. Things you might
be interested in included changes in employment law,
immigration rules, rental law and other practical matters.
You were also interested in hearing about the impact of
industry disruptors such as spotahome.com, which we hope
to explore in future.
Thank you to our members for taking the time to respond
to this survey; your responses help us set the agenda for the
years ahead.

RELOCATE
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Single Permit Update
Flanders introduces new policies on employment of foreign nationals

As result of the 6th state reform in 2014, the legislative
competence as regards the employment of foreigners
has been transferred to the regional level. The regions
have been empowered to develop their own policies on
employment of foreign workers in function of the specific
needs of their labour market. Flanders is first amongst
the three regions to introduce new policies in this area.
Brussels might follow the example in next legislature while
the Walloon region seems not to prioritize this policy
area. Fragomen met with the cabinet of Philippe Muyters,
Flemish Minister of Work, Economy, Innovation and Sports,
this October and reports back on this topic.
The introduction of new policies in Flanders was intended
to be linked to the implementation of the single permit,
a combined work and residence permit issued through a
single application procedure. This implementation was also
a prerequisite for the implementation of other European
Directives introducing new single permits for specific
categories of foreigners: the intra-corporate transferees,
trainees, students and researchers.
New policies in Flanders simplify the applicable legislative
framework and facilitate access to the Flemish labour
market for specific categories of foreign workers. These
policies, next to aforementioned European permits, create
a stimulating economic environment that allows companies
OCTOBER 2018

by Fragomen

to seek talent outside of Belgium when their needs cannot
be fulfilled locally.
This article aims to highlight the upcoming policy
developments in Flanders while clarifying procedural and
practical implications of the introduction of the single
application procedure and permit.

Single Permit – implementation in Belgium
The single permit is the result of the implementation of an
European Directive which introduced a single application
procedure for granting third-country nationals (who are not
EEA and Swiss nationals) the right to reside and work in a
EU member state on the basis of a single permit. The single
permit is meant to replace separate residence and work
permits issued through distinct procedures.
The single permit was intended to be implemented in all
EU member states by end of 2013, except in UK, Ireland
and Denmark. Belgium has experienced particular issues
related to the implementation of the single permit due
to the division of competences between the federal and
regional governmental levels that share responsibility for
granting residence and work permits respectively. The
implementation of the single application procedure and
permits is taking place on 1 January 2019.
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single application procedure
The point of departure in the single application procedure
will be the submission of the complete application package,
including supporting documents related to both employment
and residence, with the competent regional employment
authority which decides on the work authorization. The
regional employment authority receiving the application
package will forward it to the Immigration Office which will
decide on the residence authorization.
Both authorities will keep each other informed of their
respective decisions and eventually inform the applicant
of their final decision. In case of a positive decision, the
applicant can apply for the single permit at his local town
hall if they are already residing in Belgium or collect their
visa at the Embassy. The applicant will then receive a single
permit at their local town hall upon arrival in Belgium.
implementation of other European single permits for specific
categories of foreigners
Other European single permits that hold more favourable
conditions for certain categories of foreign workers, i.e.
intra-corporate transferees (ICT), trainees, students and
researchers, can only be introduced upon implementation
of the single permit.

In practice we will witness the abolishment of certain
types of work authorizations, such as work permit type C,
currently issued for i.a. students. Likewise, family members
of foreign nationals working in Belgium will no longer be
required to apply for a work permit. At the same time, some
categories of foreign workers currently exempted from the
work permit, such as researchers, will be required to go
through the single application procedure prior to taking up
employment in Belgium.
It is important to point out that work permits will continue
to be issued for individuals whose employment in Belgium
does not exceed 90 days and for individuals who do not
intend to reside in Belgium for longer than 90 days, even if
they work for a longer period of time. This will be the case
for frequent business visitors and individuals working on
projects.

New Policies in Flanders

Besides the changes linked to the implementation of the
European legislation in Belgium, the Flanders Labour Ministry
has confirmed the upcoming policy changes concerning
the employment of foreign nationals. Flanders is the first
region to introduce new policies after this competence
The EU ICT single permit paves the way for an unprecedented
was transferred to the regions in 2014. The policy is aimed
EU-wide permit for third-country
at enhancing the investments in the
nationals. It gives them the right to
region and addressing the labour
work in multiple EU member states,
needs of companies in Flanders which
The EU ICT single permit paves the
provided they are temporarily
experience difficulties finding certain
way for an unprecedented EU-wide
assigned to an entity of the same
profiles on the local and European
permit for third-country nationals,
corporate group to which their
labour market.
giving them the right to work in
employer belongs. The EU ICT permit
concerns managers, specialists and
multiple EU member states.
Foreign workers who will be treated in
trainees.
a privileged way include highly-skilled
workers, blue card qualified persons,
The researchers, trainees and students single permits also
executives, researchers and ICT. They will be granted work
have some interesting features. Students and researchers
authorizations for a maximum period of 3 years, which will
will be allowed to stay in the EU member state of their
lead to a considerable decrease of the administrative burden
residence for up to 9 months after their studies or research
for companies with regards to renewals. Work at client sites
project to find a job. Belgium has opted to extend that
will be facilitated as new authorization will not be required
period up to 1 year. This is a welcome development as
for every location, providing the places of employment have
retaining foreign students was a challenge in the Belgian
been specified in the initial application. Currently, a new
context. The intra-EU mobility of students and researchers
work permit is required.
will be facilitated as well.
Contrary to earlier announcements, salary thresholds will not
differ according to the positions of the highly-skilled foreign
Changes in Practice
workers. It is worthwhile emphasising that differences in
salary thresholds are maintained for different categories of
In Belgium, the introduction of a single permit and a single
single permit holders: i.a. highly-skilled workers, blue card
application procedure will entail a significant change to
holders and foreign workers in managerial positions.
the existing framework that regulates the authorization to
reside in Belgium for work purposes. The single application
Flanders has, however, decreased the salary threshold to
procedure will apply when the individual envisages residing
80% of the salary threshold for highly-skilled workers under
in Belgium for work purposes for longer than 90 days. Access
age of 30. This is a particularly positive development as it
to the labour market will be specified on the single permit by
was challenging for companies to hire young talent due to
means of a record. When the residence status of a foreigner
the relatively high general salary requirement. Furthermore,
in Belgium is not primarily based on their employment,
trainees will be allowed to work for up to one year in
no additional application for a work authorization will be
Flanders in line with currently applicable rules.
required and the reference regarding the access to the
labour market will be made on the permit.

RELOCATE
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To fulfil the growing demand for technically-skilled labour
forces, Flanders is also introducing a flexible shortage
occupations list. The list will be coordinated with the
Employment Agency in Flanders, VDAB, in consultation
with the Social-Economic Council of Flanders. The shortage
occupations list will include categories such as nurses
and IT related profiles. The validity of the work permits
for this category will be 1 year. However, after 4 years of
employment all foreign workers will have unlimited access
to the labour market.
Furthermore, Flanders has abolished the general
requirement of international agreements with countries of
origin of the foreign workers which was applicable to work
permit applications that did not fall within specific categories
allowed to the labour market. If the labour market testing is
successful for an individual application, this will be sufficient
to be granted work authorization. Currently, for such
applications negative decisions are issued and an appeal
procedure is compulsory to obtain a derogation from the
rules. The simplification from a procedural point of view in
this respect is particularly welcome.

Looking Ahead
The new policy in Flanders is a long-awaited and positive
development that allows companies to address their
needs in times of rising economy and high demand for

Rental Apartments in Brussels

Rent your luxury furnished apartment on
central prime locations

PARK AVENUE
NEW PROJECT!

OPENING IN JANUARY 2019
TOP LOCATION EUROPEAN
QUARTER
Handelsstraat 76
1000 Brussels

human resources. Fragomen expressed the hope that the
implementation of the new legal framework will facilitate
international mobility to fulfil the needs of corporations.
Although some of our recommendations, such as the
accredited sponsorship (companies which are assumed to
comply with the criteria for employing foreign nationals and
therefore have process facilitations) and adaptation of the
townhall registration process have not been implemented,
we welcome the simplification of procedures and the
pragmatic approach taken by the Flemish government.

SAVE THE DATE:
Fragomen Belgium Seminar on
Immigration
Belgium is currently facing important developments in
the area of migration. The developments in Flanders are
particularly interesting, as a more favourable foreign
workers policy will be introduced in 2019. Join Fragomen
in Brussels on November 29 as we explore the latest
developments in Belgian immigration laws and policies,
and explain how they can benefit Belgian employers.
Email events@fragomen.com to register your interest.

+ Modern studios, 1, 2 & 3 bedroom apartments
+ Call now, move-in today
+ Parking, housekeeping & handyman available
+ Both furnished & unfurnished apartments
+ Locations: city centre, NATO, Brussels Airport
& European Quarter
+ Public transport within walking distance
+ Fully furnished and equipped apartments,
access control to all residences & Wi-Fi access

Discover all our residences
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WWW.RENTMORE.BE
info@rentmore.be

+ 32 (0)2 305 55 55
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Flatsharing with a Refugee
our first encounter was awkward			

As professionals in the global mobility sector we know all
about managing culture shock, helping our assignees adapt
to new environments, and spend a lot of time considering
matters such as cost of living allowances and hardship
locations. But what about those who move halfway across
the globe with no help whatsoever? The people who
leave their homes behind for entirely different reasons
than a (temporary) foreign assignment? ReLocate spoke
with freelance journalist and millennial Deborah Seymus,
whose monthly column on living with a young refugee is
published by Knack online and republished here with their
permission. We look forward to bringing you her column
over the coming issues as we explore a brand new view on
life in Belgium.

by Deborah Seymus

1995. Izat speaks Pashto, one of the two official languages
in Afghanistan. War has been raging in the region since
2001, and with Tagab trapped between the Taliban militia
on the one side and government soldiers on the other, his
village is under constant fire. Going to school is not an
option as schools ceased to exist some time ago and career
opportunities for young men are limited to being recruited
by either the Taliban or the army. Realising this, his parents
concluded there was no future for him in Tagab. They saved
up 10,000 dollars and with a heavy heart helped their son
flee to Belgium.
His route started in Afghanistan, going by way of Pakistan to
continue through Iran to Turkey. A journey of about 5,000
km and a solid 1,000 hours walk. Because yes, he went on
foot. “Sometimes I walked, sometimes I had to run,” he
told me. “The trip was very long and I
crossed many forests and mountains.”

Deborah Seymus lives together with the 22 year old refugee
Izat*, through the cohousing project
CURANT which brings together
young Belgians and refugees under
Sometimes I walked, sometimes I
a ‘buddy’ system. CURANT stands
had to run. The trip was very long
for Cohousing and case management
and I crossed many forests and
for Unaccompanied young adult
mountains.
Refugees in ANTwerp.
Just under two months ago I met
Izat*. Izat fled Afghanistan at the age of 19. He and his
family lived in the village of Tagab in the northeast of
Afghanistan, which has been under Taliban control since

From Turkey Izat took a rubber dinghy
to Greece. You know the type; it’s used
as a lifeboat by rescuers, although
they wouldn’t dream of ferrying 36
people across the Aegean on one. He
doesn’t tell me much about the boat
journey. From here he continued his journey on foot, until
he arrived at Fedasil in Brussels. Following a bone scan to
prove his age, fingerprinting and the granting of subsidiary
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protection, Izat was granted asylum, only to be moved from
one asylum centre to another as they tried to find a more
permanent place for him to stay. He spent three and a half
months in Brussels, four months in Dendermonde, two
years in Kapellen and five months in Boechout.

and a woman with an abundance of clothes who orders
her furniture online. He’s never even heard of the latter.
Izat assumes that you go to the shop and buy things there,
online delivery simply does not exist for him.

I hadn’t even known Izat for five minutes and he was
expected to share his dreams and favourite breakfast with
me. It was all very surreal. I had to explain to him what the
word breakfast meant and what on earth a purpose in life
was. I quickly gathered he was feeling incredibly lost and put
an end to the mandatory getting-to-know-you round.

Izat receives 892,70 euro per month. Of that amount, 330
euro goes to rent and utilities in the apartment, 50 euro to
the payment of the deposit and 50 euro to the repayment of
the fire insurance, which the OCMW paid for us. The rest is
meant to pay for health insurance, food, telephone bills and
other expenses. Instead Izat sends money to his family in
Afghanistan. Izat’s father was shot in his leg last month and
can no longer work. The only breadwinner in the family has
fallen by the wayside.

Following his inspection, he looked around the apartment
After three years in Belgium his Dutch still isn’t quite what
with satisfaction. Sitting back down at the table he smiled
it should be, being limited to what he has picked up in the
so sweetly that it almost brought tears to my eyes. I saw a
various asylum centres, but in September Izat was finally
little boy in the body of a growing man. Lydia made it clear
able to start Dutch lessons through
that he should count himself lucky to
adult education. He’s excited about
be living with me. Izat gave a small
going to school, and I am about being
smile, submissive in his response. I
Houses of stone and cement,
able to help with his homework.
know Lydia meant well, but I found it
running water, a full and working
painful. Why should he be grateful to
fridge, a separate shower and bath,
be living with me? Isn’t it true that he
A Purpose in Life
and a woman with an abundance
lets himself live with a woman, going
against everything his faith tells him?
of clothes who orders her furniture
Looking back upon our first encounter,
According to the Quran, a man and
it was rather awkward. Arriving at our
online.
woman can only live together when
newly assigned apartment, we were
they are married or blood relatives.
received by someone from the Public
Regardless of what you and I believe, that is his conviction
Centre for Social Welfare, or OCMW, and someone from
and he is putting it aside just to have a roof over his head.
CURANT. Smiling broadly, they handed us a large sheet of
paper with a lot of blank text balloons and instructions on
what we needed to write in them.
Running Water

The four of us went for a walk around our new neighbourhood
and our two well-meaning civil servants enthusiastically
explained how the two of us could “take walks around the
sports field together”. Very touching for a social Flemish girl
like me, but for Izat it was highly discomfiting.

A Roof over your Head
Following our walk the ladies took their leave and Izat
climbed on his bike to visit his friends in Boechout. Was I
concerned Izat had doubts about living with me? Of course,
but CURANT had impressed upon me the importance of
being patient and having a little faith,
especially in the beginning.

31.82 million people currently live in Afghanistan and 68
percent of them do not have access to clean or running
water. The most basic of utilities for us, a privilege for the
people of Afghanistan. When I first started living with Izat, I
thought he would consider my Macbook or iPhone luxuries.
The truth is that he hasn’t once taken a look at them. It’s the
things we take for granted that he considers to be the most
important.

A little later Lydia leaves and I find Izat moping around the
kitchen looking shy. Suddenly he
whips out his phone to show me a
A few days later it occurs to me that
photograph. Seven smiling boys of
A few days later we found ourselves
life’s
little
luxuries
aren’t
important
around seventeen look back at me.
sitting at our kitchen table, where
when
you
don’t
know
whether
you’ll
“Some dead, some still live,” he says.
Lydia* of the OCMW handed us
I’m not sure how to respond and
be alive the next day.
our tenancy contract. After writing
stare ahead for a moment. “How?”
our signatures in the appropriate
I ask him softly. “Taliban and police
boxes, Izat stood up and carefully
shot. That’s why my friends dead.”
walked around the apartment. I heard water running in
the bathroom and went to have a look. He was trying out
I try to imagine this and try taking a mental picture of a
all the taps. He then walked around the living room and
situation where I am laughing with my friends. Carefree.
started tapping on the walls. His conclusion? We had a solid
Those seventeen year old boys were hardly carefree but
apartment. That’s when I realized how big of a shock it must
they were able to laugh together. I shake my head and say,
be for him to be here.
“Sorry, I no understand.”
Houses of stone and cement with double glazing, running
Izat* and Lydia* are not their real names.
water, a full and working fridge, a separate shower and bath,
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Sign up now for D-Teach Summer Camp!
New Head of School for St. John’s

D-Teach organizes an annual Dutch summer camp in Ostend
where children are immersed in Dutch language and
Flemish culture in a playful way. Also on the books is a vist
to the beautiful historcal city of Antwerp. The 2019 summer
camp will take place from 1 July to 5 July and has children
and teachers staying in the Vayamundo in Ostend. “It’s a
great opportunity for expat children from around the world
to meet and spend time with their peers and their online
teachers,” says Liselot Declercq. “We will work in 3 age
groups: children from 6 - 9, 9 - 12 and 12+.” Do not hesitate
to get in touch via info@d-teach.com with any questions,
the team hopes to see you at camp!
		

www.d-teach.com/taalvakantie/

•
St. John’s new Head of School, Ms Elaine Purves, started over
the summer. Elaine has extensive leadership experience of
schools - both girls and boys, day and boarding students
and all the age-groups represented at St. John’s. While her
two Headships have been both in the UK, Elaine has always
maintained a clear international focus and belief in the value
and importance of international education. The boarding
component at Rossall is diverse and international, she has
made the school a member of the distinguished global
Round Square association – all of which, combined with
her own academic background in European languages and
culture, was a further crucial criterion in appointing her as
Head of School at St. John’s.
				

•

www.stjohns.be

Learn languages and celebrate Halloween or New Year’s
Eve at CERAN!
In addition to spring, summer and autumn language
training, Ceran language school is thrilled to announce
that this winter young learners from 9 to 17 years old can
learn French while enjoying a ski holiday in Switzerland.
This exceptional language training is set to take place from
29th December 2018 until 5th January 2019. Ceran has been
helping young learners and adults from all over the world
to improve their language skills for over 40 years. “It’s not
only about learning languages but also about developing
a network of friends, celebrating good times and sharing
memories,” says Estelle Remacle. Contact their language
experts on +32 (0)87 791 122 or languages.juniors@ceran.
com for further details.
www.ceran.com

•

Aedifica transfers management of
residential apartments to Immobe
“We would like to inform ABRA members that as of 12
September 2018, Aedifica SA/NV has contributed its branch
of activity “residential apartments” into the company
Immobe SA/NV, an institutional regulated real estate
company under Belgian law,” Cristine Rojas tells us. Immobe
is a subsidiary of Aedifica, whose registered office is located
at the same business address. Further to this transfer,
Immobe immediately assumes all rights and obligations
of Aedifica under all lease agreements. The same team of
professionals fully guarantees continuity of services, and so
it is only a change in name.
IMMOBE S.A.
Société immobilière réglementée institutionnelle
Rue Belliard 40 - boîte 11, 1040 Bruxelles
TVA BE 0697.566.095
				 www.aedifica.be

•
B-Square: coming soon
BBF has a new project in the making: B-Square will house
expats as well as business travelers in the Tour & Taxis district.
This area in full expansion attracts many multinational
companies and European institutions. Its situation in
walking distance of the historic centre of Brussels and the
easy connections make it a top location. These splendid
serviced apartments will be managed and let by BBF. If you
require prior information for rental or if you’re looking for
a stress free investment and are interested in real estate,
please send an email to sales@bbf.be.
			

www.bbf.be

•
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ABRA Member Meeting - Tuesday 5th December, 2017
The last ABRA meeting of the year was held on Tuesday 5 December at ISF Tervuren International School (formerly St Paul’s
BPS) Stationsstraat 3, 3080 Vossem-Tervuren. Guest speaker was Marco Hellemans, founder and owner of Dynamite and
Professor at ICHEC Management School, ECS, The Leuven Institute for Ireland in Europe, who spoke on Glommunication, an
innovative cross-cultural communication method to communicate in a global world. For more event photographs and to put
names to faces please visit the ABRA website.
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Ready for
your new
adventure
in Belgium?

ING makes your life easy
by helping you organize
all your financial affairs.
Call +32 2 464 66 64,
or go to ing.be/expats
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